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HT WRITE A HAIKU Oct 04 2021 A concise introduction to the art of
the haiku, taking the beginner through the process of capturing the
fleeting moment. This practical guide gives examples of haiku newly
translated from the Japanese, as well as original haiku in English.
Moon Woke Me Up Nine Times Nov 16 2022 Vivid new translations
of Basho's popular haiku, in a selected format ideal for newcomers as
well as fans long familiar with the Japanese master. Basho, the famously
bohemian traveler through seventeenth-century Japan, is a poet attuned
to the natural world as well as humble human doings; "Piles of quilts/
snow on distant mountains/ I watch both," he writes. His work captures
both the profound loneliness of one observing mind and the broad-
ranging joy he finds in our connections to the larger community. David



Young, acclaimed translator and Knopf poet, writes in his introduction
to this selection, "This poet's consciousness affiliates itself with crickets,
islands, monkeys, snowfalls, moonscapes, flowers, trees, and
ceremonies...Waking and sleeping, alone and in company, he moves
through the world, delighting in its details." Young's translations are
bright, alert, musically perfect, and rich in tenderness toward their
maker.
Haiku Oct 28 2023 This celebration of what is perhaps the most
influential of all poetic forms takes haiku back to its Japanese roots,
beginning with poems by the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
masters Basho, Busson, and Issa, and going all the way up to the late
twentieth century to provide a survey of haiku through the centuries, in
all its minimalist glory. The translators have balanced faithfulness to the
Japanese with an appreciation of the unique spirit of each poem to create
English versions that evoke the joy and wonder of the originals with the
same astonishing economy of language. An introduction by the
translators and short biographies of the poets are included.
Reproductions of woodblock prints and paintings accompany the poems.
The Narrow Road to the Deep North and Other Travel Sketches Oct
16 2022 'It was with awe That I beheld Fresh leaves, green leaves,
Bright in the sun' When the Japanese haiku master Basho composed The
Narrow Road to the Deep North, he was an ardent student of Zen
Buddhism, setting off on a series of travels designed to strip away the
trappings of the material world and bring spiritual enlightenment. He
writes of the seasons changing, the smell of the rain, the brightness of
the moon and the beauty of the waterfall, through which he sensed the
mysteries of the universe. These writings not only chronicle Basho's
travels, but they also capture his vision of eternity in the transient world
around him. Translated with an Introduction by Nobuyuki Yuasa
Guess Who, Haiku Dec 18 2022 Guess Who, Haiku is a unique poetic
guessing game illustrated by bestselling and beloved artist Bob Shea.
Author Deanna Caswell’s playful take on the inventive Japaense form of
poetry offers clues about the creatures hiding on every page in this
creative and clever picture book of charmingly illustrated poems for the
very young. As readers meet a cow, a bee, a horse, a bird, a frog, a fish,
a mouse, a cat, and a dog, they will be delighted to learn that they are the



subject of the final poem. Parents will appreciate the simple guide to
understanding the haiku. Perfect for story time and for poetry month
April, Guess Who Haiku is a must-have collection of poetry for the
youngest readers.
The Haiku Handbook#25th Anniversary Edition Feb 05 2022 The Haiku
Handbook is the first book to give readers everything they need to begin
appreciating, writing, or teaching haiku. In this groundbreaking and
now-classic volume, the authors present haiku poets writing in English,
Spanish, French, German, and five other languages on an equal footing
with Japanese poets. Not only are the four great Japanese masters of the
haiku represented (Basho, Buson, Issa, and Shiki) but also major
Western authors not commonly known to have written poetry in this
form, including Gary Snyder, Jack Kerouac and Richard Wright. With a
new foreword by poet, translator, and author Jane Reichhold (Basho:
The Complete Haiku), this anniversary edition presents a concise history
of the Japanese haiku, including the dynamic changes throughout the
twentieth century as this beloved poetry form has been adapted to
modern and urban settings. Full chapters are offered on form, the
seasons in haiku, and haiku craft, plus background on the Japanese
poetic tradition and the effect of translation on our understanding of
haiku. Other unique features are chapters on teaching and sharing haiku,
with lesson plans for both elementary and secondary school use; a
seasonal word index of poetic words; a comprehensive glossary; and a
list of enduring classic resources for further exploration. By any
standard, The Haiku Handbook is the defining volume in the genre.
Collected Haiku of Yosa Buson Mar 09 2022 The first complete
bilingual translation of the Buson Kushu--a collection of haiku that is an
essential volume of Asian literature
Basho May 03 2024 Basho stands today as Japan’s most renowned
writer, and one of the most revered. Wherever Japanese literature, poetry
or Zen are studied, his oeuvre carries weight. Every new student of haiku
quickly learns that Basho was the greatest of the Old Japanese Masters.
Yet despite his stature, Basho’s complete haiku have not been collected
into a single volume. Until now. To render the writer’s full body of work
into English, Jane Reichhold, an American haiku poet and translator,
dedicated over ten years of work. In Basho: The Complete Haiku, she



accomplishes the feat with distinction. Dividing his creative output into
seven periods of development, Reichhold frames each period with a
decisive biographical sketch of the poet’s travels, creative influences and
personal triumphs and defeats. Scrupulously annotated notes accompany
each poem; and a glossary and two indexes fill out the volume.
Reichhold notes that, "Basho was a genius with words." He obsessively
sought out the right word for each phrase of the succinct seventeen-
syllable haiku, seeking the very essence of experience and expression.
With equal dedication, Reichhold sought the ideal translations. As a
result, Basho: The Complete Haiku is likely to become the essential
work on this brilliant poet and will stand as the most authoritative book
on the subject for many years to come. Original sumi-e ink drawings by
artist Shiro Tsujimura complement the haiku throughout the book.
Basho Apr 02 2024 Matsuo Basho stands today as Japan's most
renowned writer, and one of the most revered. Yet despite his stature,
Basho's complete haiku have never been collected under one cover.
Until now. To render the writer's full body of work in English, Jane
Reichhold, an American haiku poet and translator, dedicated over ten
years to the present compilation. In Barbo: The Complete Haiku she
accomplishes the feat with distinction. Dividing the poet's creative
output into seven periods of development, Reichhold frames each period
with a decisive biographical sketch of the poet's travels, creative
influences, and personal triumphs and defeats. Supplementary material
includes two hundred pages of scrupulously researched notes, which also
contain a literal translation of the poem, the original Japanese, and a
Romanized reading. A glossary, chronology, index of first lines, and
explanation of Basho's haiku techniques provide additional background
information. Finally in the spirit of Basho, elegant semi-e ink drawings
by well-known Japanese artist Shiro Tsujimura front each chapter.
Writing and Enjoying Haiku Nov 04 2021 Writing and Enjoying Haiku
shows how haiku can bring a centered, calming atmosphere into one’s
life, by focusing on the outer realities of life instead of the naggings of
the inner mind, by gaining a new appreciation for the world of nature,
and by preserving moments, days, and events so that they are not lost
forever in the passage of time. Haiku are clearly shown to be a means of
discovering and recording the miracles of the world, from the humorous



to the tragic. This is one of the major themes underlying Writing and
Enjoying Haiku — that haiku can provide a way to a better life. After
looking at why the reading and writing of haiku is important from a
spiritual point of view, the book shows, as has never been done before,
the techniques of writing—the when and the where, punctuation and
capitalization, choice of words, figures of speech, sharing haiku, and
much, much more. Having come this far, having learned to read and
write haiku with a discerning mind, the reader will never again look
upon the world in quite the same way.
The Complete Basho Poems Jan 19 2023 A collection of poems and
haikus inspired by Matsuo Basho.
Master Haiku Poet Feb 17 2023 Originally published by Twayne
Publishers, 1970.
Haiku Aug 02 2021 The strictest and purest of poetic forms, the
Japanese haiku contains in its seventeen sound characters (on) a
reference to a season as well as a distinct pause or interruption. Cherry
blossoms and swallows might refer to spring; red maple leaves and deer
usually imply autumn. These seasonal allusions emphasize the essence
of haiku: nature and its ephemeral beauty. The graceful, evocative haiku
featured here were composed by the renowned Japanese haiku masters
of the past four hundred years, including Matsuo Bash, Taniguchi
Buson, and Kobayashi Issa. The deceptively simple poemsrendered in
English with Japanese calligraphies and transliterationsare paired with
exquisite eighteenth- or nineteenth-century paintings and ukiyo-e prints
and twentieth-century shin hanga woodcuts from the Art Gallery of
Greater Victoria, Canada. With their depth and delicacy, wide range of
subtle hues, and time-honored focus on landscapes, birds, and flowers,
these artworkslike their haiku counterpartsquietly capture a moment in
time. Haiku: Japanese Art and Poetry presents thirty-five pairs of poems
and images, organized seasonally. The Introduction details the origin
and development of haiku, the lives of the most famous poets, and the
obstacles faced when translating the concise yet complex lines.
The Haiku Handbook Sep 02 2021 Presents a concise history of the
Japanese haiku, including the changes of the haiku throughout the
twentieth century as this beloved poetry form has been adapted to
modern and urban settings. This title offers full chapters on form, the



seasons in haiku, and haiku craft, as well as background on the Japanese
poetic tradition. With a new foreword by poet, translator, and author
Jane Reichhold ('Basho: The Complete Haiku'), this anniversary edition
presents a concise history of the Japanese haiku, including the dynamic
changes of the haiku throughout the twentieth century as this beloved
F*ck You Haiku Dec 06 2021 Get through any relationship split with this
collection of relatable, impassioned, and irreverent breakup haikus.
When her marriage came to a sudden and infuriating end, celebrated
relationship columnist Kristina Grish found solace in a unique
outlet—penning fiery breakup haikus. Now, she shares her cathartic
creations in a compilation designed to guide you through the wreckage
of your split. In F*ck You Haiku, Kristina has compiled more than 100
breakup haikus— drawing inspiration from her own tumultuous love
affairs and universal experiences that strike a chord with us all. These
poetic gems serve as a lifeline for anyone grappling with heartbreak,
providing a cathartic path to healing. Representing a range of emotions
and clever ways to vent about your ex, these haikus are entertaining and
enraging, as well as enlightening and empowering. So, if you’re
currently going through a breakup—whether you did the deed or are on
the receiving end of it—let this collection of inventive poems help you
say “f*ck you” to that special someone and eventually “love you” to
yourself.
Jim Harrison: Complete Poems Jun 11 2022 Starred Review from
Booklist: "This robust volume is a testament to the fortitude of a great
American poet's work... [a] landmark collection." From the Introduction
by Terry Tempest Williams: "Jim Harrison...was among the great
ones—an elevated soul in all his unruliness who favored his senses and
courted the wild on the page and in the world. His was a storied life that
loomed large, and we are the beneficiaries. 'Such a powerful wounded
poet—wrote as if he had to sing with a cut throat . . . and he did have to
sing,' said Jorie Graham." Jim Harrison: Complete Poems is the
definitive collection from one of America’s iconic writers. Introduced by
activist and naturalist writer Terry Tempest Williams, this tour de force
contains every poem Harrison published over his fifty-year career, as
well as a section of previously unpublished "Last Poems." Here are the
nature-based lyrics of his early work, the high-velocity ghazals, a



harrowing prose-poem “correspondence” with a Russian suicide, the
riverine suites, fearless meditations inspired by the Zen monk Crazy
Cloud, and a joyous conversation in haiku-like gems with friend and
fellow poet Ted Kooser. Weaving throughout these 1000 pages are
Harrison’s legendary passions and appetites, his love songs and
lamentations, and a clarion call to pay attention to the life you are
actually living. Jim Harrison: Complete Poems confirms that Jim
Harrison is a talented storyteller with a penetrating eye for details, or as
Publishers Weeklycalled him, “an untrammeled renegade genius... a poet
talking to you instead of around himself, while doing absolutely brilliant
and outrageous things with language.” NOTE:Jim Harrison: Complete
Poems also appears as a three-volume box set. Print run limited to 750
copies. Each volume is introduced by a different writer: Colum McCann,
Joy Williams, and John Freeman. The box set retails for $85 and ISBN
is 9781556596414.
575 Haiku Book Jul 25 2023 575 Haiku Book is an irreverent and
comedic poetry book filled with five hundred and seventy-five haikus
plus lots of great illustrations. Written by two best friends in their
college dorm, Mara and Mackenzie have created a one of a kind read.
Moon Woke Me Up Nine Times Jan 07 2022 Vivid new translations of
Basho's popular haiku, in a selected format ideal for newcomers as well
as fans long familiar with the Japanese master. Basho, the famously
bohemian traveler through seventeenth-century Japan, is a poet attuned
to the natural world as well as humble human doings; "Piles of quilts/
snow on distant mountains/ I watch both," he writes. His work captures
both the profound loneliness of one observing mind and the broad-
ranging joy he finds in our connections to the larger community. David
Young, acclaimed translator and Knopf poet, writes in his introduction
to this selection, "This poet's consciousness affiliates itself with crickets,
islands, monkeys, snowfalls, moonscapes, flowers, trees, and
ceremonies...Waking and sleeping, alone and in company, he moves
through the world, delighting in its details." Young's translations are
bright, alert, musically perfect, and rich in tenderness toward their
maker.
The Penguin Book of Haiku Sep 26 2023 The first Penguin anthology
of Japanese haiku, in vivid new translations by Adam L. Kern. Now a



global poetry, the haiku was originally a Japanese verse form that
flourished from the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries. Although
renowned for its brevity, usually running three lines long in seventeen
syllables, and by its use of natural imagery to make Zen-like
observations about reality, in fact the haiku is much more: it can be
erotic, funny, crude and mischievous. Presenting over a thousand
exemplars in vivid and engaging translations, this anthology offers an
illuminating introduction to this widely celebrated, if misunderstood, art
form. Adam L. Kern's new translations are accompanied here by the
original Japanese and short commentaries on the poems, as well as an
introduction and illustrations from the period.
Grass Sandals Apr 29 2021 Follow the travels of 17th century Japanese
poet, Basho, through the beautiful and immersive writing of Dawnine
Spivak paired with vivid illustrations by Demi. Grass Sandals is the
story of Basho—one of the best-loved poets in the history of Japan—and
his journeys on foot around his home. Simple and observant, this book
gives glimpses into the ancient culture of Japan, as well as a sense of
what it is to be a poet, as the people and experiences that Basho enjoys
find their way into his haiku. Children will be charmed by Basho’s
walking journey, his tenderness and scant belongings, and his attention
to the small details of life.
The Classic Tradition of Haiku Mar 21 2023 DIVUnique collection
spans over 400 years (1488–1902) of haiku by greatest masters: Basho,
Issa, Shiki, many more. Translated by top-flight scholars. Foreword and
many informative notes to the poems. /div
A Dictionary of Haiku Jan 24 2021 Nearly 5000 haiku by Jane
Reichhold, written in English between 1993 - 2013 have been arranged
according to the five seasons and seven traditional saijiki categories of
Japan. However the haiku within the categories are arranged
alphabetically - which makes this a dictionary.
???? Jun 23 2023 Many glimpses into daily life and culture are
contained in the journal entries and haiku that record the 17th-century
Japanese poet's impressions of his journey to the northern province of
Honshu. This newly illustrated edition features sumi-e ink sketches by
Shiro Tsujimura. The original Japanese text follows the translation.
Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR



Book of Haikus Dec 30 2023 Highlighting a lesser-known aspect of one
of America's most influential authors, this new collection displays Jack
Kerouac's interest in and mastery of haiku. Experimenting with this
compact poetic genre throughout his career, Kerouac often included
haiku in novels, correspondence, notebooks, journals, sketchbooks, and
recordings. In this collection, Kerouac scholar Regina Weinreich
supplements an incomplete draft of a haiku manuscript found in
Kerouac's archives with a generous selection of Kerouac's other haiku,
from both published and unpublished sources. With more than 500
poems, this is a must-have volume for Kerouac enthusiasts everywhere.
The Art of Haiku May 11 2022 In the past hundred years, haiku has
gone far beyond its Japanese origins to become a worldwide
phenomenon—with the classic poetic form growing and evolving as it
has adapted to the needs of the whole range of languages and cultures
that have embraced it. This proliferation of the joy of haiku is cause for
celebration—but it can also compel us to go back to the beginning: to
look at haiku’s development during the centuries before it was known
outside Japan. This in-depth study of haiku history begins with the great
early masters of the form—like Basho, Buson, and Issa—and goes all
the way to twentieth-century greats, like Santoka. It also focuses on an
important aspect of traditional haiku that is less known in the West:
haiku art. All the great haiku masters created paintings (called haiga) or
calligraphy in connection with their poems, and the words and images
were intended to be enjoyed together, enhancing each other, and each
adding its own dimension to the reader’s and viewer’s understanding.
Here one of the leading haiku scholars of the West takes us on a tour of
haiku poetry’s evolution, providing along the way a wealth of examples
of the poetry and the art inspired by it.
Basho Jun 04 2024 A lavish collector’s edition of the complete poems of
eminent Japanese master of the haiku, Matsuo Bash?. Matsuo Bash?
(1644–1694) is arguably the greatest figure in the history of Japanese
literature and the master of the haiku. Bash?: The Complete Haiku of
Matsuo Bash? offers in English a full picture of the haiku of Bash?, 980
poems in all. In Fitzsimons’s beautiful rendering, Bash? is much more
than a philosopher of the natural world and the leading exponent of a
refined Japanese sensibility. He is also a poet of queer love and



eroticism; of the city as well as the country, the indoors and the
outdoors, travel and staying put; of lonesomeness as well as the desire to
be alone. Bash?: The Complete Haiku of Matsuo Bash? reveals how this
work speaks to our concerns today as much as it captures a Japan
emerging from the Middle Ages. For dedicated scholars and those
coming upon Bash? for the first time, this beautiful collector’s edition of
Fitzsimons’s elegant award-winning translation, with the original
Japanese, allows readers to enjoy these works in all their glory.
Bash?'s Haiku Jan 31 2024 2005 CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title
Basho's Haiku offers the most comprehensive translation yet of the
poetry of Japanese writer Matsuo Bash? (1644–1694), who is credited
with perfecting and popularizing the haiku form of poetry. One of the
most widely read Japanese writers, both within his own country and
worldwide, Bash? is especially beloved by those who appreciate nature
and those who practice Zen Buddhism. Born into the samurai class,
Bash? rejected that world after the death of his master and became a
wandering poet and teacher. During his travels across Japan, he became
a lay Zen monk and studied history and classical poetry. His poems
contained a mystical quality and expressed universal themes through
simple images from the natural world. David Landis Barnhill's brilliant
book strives for literal translations of Bash?'s work, arranged
chronologically in order to show Bash?'s development as a writer.
Avoiding wordy and explanatory translations, Barnhill captures the
brevity and vitality of the original Japanese, letting the images suggest
the depth of meaning involved. Barnhill also presents an overview of
haiku poetry and analyzes the significance of nature in this literary form,
while suggesting the importance of Bash? to contemporary American
literature and environmental thought.
My First Book of Haiku Poems Aug 26 2023 **Chosen for 2020 NCTE
Notable Poetry Books and Verse Novels List** **Winner of 2020
Northern Lights Book Award for Poetry** **Winner of 2019 Skipping
Stones Honor Awards** My First Book of Haiku Poems introduces
children to inspirational works of poetry and art that speak of our
connection to the natural world, and that enhance their ability to see an
entire universe in the tiniest parts of it. Each of these 20 classic poems
by Issa, Shiki, Basho, and other great haiku masters is paired with a



stunning original painting that opens a door to the world of a child's
imagination. A fully bilingual children's book, My First Book of Haiku
Poems includes the original versions of the Japanese poems (in Japanese
script and Romanized form) on each page alongside the English
translation to form a complete cultural experience. Each haiku poem is
accompanied by a "dreamscape" painting by award-winning artist Tracy
Gallup that will be admired by children and adults alike. Commentaries
offer parents and teachers ready-made "food for thought" to share with
young readers and stimulate a conversation about each work.
The Essential Haiku Feb 25 2021 The Essential Haiku brings together
Robert Hass's beautifully fresh translations of the three great masters of
the Japanese haiku tradition: Matsuo Basho (1644-94), the ascetic and
seeker, and the haiku poet most familiar to English readers; Yosa Buson
(1716-83), the artist, a painter renowned for his visually expressive
poetry; and Kobayashi Issa (1763-1827), the humanist, whose haiku are
known for their poignant or ironic wit. Each haiku master's section of the
book is prefaced with an eloquent and informative introduction by
Robert Hass, followed by a selection of over 100 poems and then by
other poetry or prose by the poet, including journals and nature writing.
Opening with Hass's superb introductory essay on haiku, the book
concludes with a section devoted to Basho's writings and conversations
on poetry. The seventeen-syllable haiku form is rooted in a Japanese
tradition of close observation of nature, of making poetry from subtle
suggestion. Each haiku is a meditation, a centring, a crystalline moment
of realisation. Reading them has a way of bringing about calm and peace
within the reader. The symbolism of the seasons and the Japanese habit
of mind blend together in these poems to create an alchemy of reflection
that is unsurpassed in literature. Infused by its great practitioners with
the spirit of Zen Buddhism, the haiku served as an example of the power
of direct observation to the first generation of American modernist poets
like Ezra Pound and William Carlos Williams as well as an example of
spontaneity and Zen alertness to the new poets of post-war America and
Britain. Universal in its appeal, Robert Hass's The Essential Haiku is the
definitive introduction to haiku and its greatest poets, and has been a
bestseller in America for twenty years. 'I know that for years I didn't see
how deeply personal these poems were or, to say it another way, how



much they have the flavour - Basho might have said "the scent" - of
particular human life, because I had been told and wanted to believe that
haiku were never subjective. I think it was D.H. Lawrence who said the
soul can get to heaven in one leap but that, if it does, it leaves a demon
in its place. Better to sink down through the level of these poems - their
attention to the year, their ideas about it, the particular human
consciousness the poems reflect, Basho's profound loneliness and sense
of suffering, Buson's evenness of temper, his love for the materials of art
and for the colour and shape of things, Issa's pathos and comedy and
anger' - Robert Hass
Essential Haiku Aug 14 2022 American readers have been fascinated,
since their exposure to Japanese culture late in the nineteenth century,
with the brief Japanese poem called the hokku or haiku. The seventeen-
syllable form is rooted in a Japanese tradition of close observation of
nature, of making poetry from subtle suggestion. Infused by its great
practitioners with the spirit of Zen Buddhism, the haiku has served as an
example of the power of direct observation to the first generation of
American modernist poets like Ezra Pound and William Carlos Williams
and also as an example of spontaneity and Zen alertness to the new poets
of the 1950's. This definite collection brings together in fresh
translations by an American poet the essential poems of the three
greatest masters: Matsuo Basho in the seventeenth century; Yosa Buson
in the eighteenth century; and Kobayashi Issa in the early nineteenth
century. Robert Haas has written a lively and informed introduction,
provided brief examples by each poet of their work in the halibun, or
poetic prose form, and included informal notes to the poems. This is a
useful and inspiring addition to The Essential Poets series.
If It Rains Pancakes Sep 14 2022 What is a haiku? It sounds like a
sneeze. And isn't a lantern a light source? Actually, they are two types of
ancient Japanese poetry. Award-winning author Brian P. Cleary explains
how each form works—and shows how these little poems can contain
big surprises! If It Rains Pancakes is packed with poems to make you
chuckle, puzzle, and ponder. And when you’ve finished reading, you can
try your hand at writing your own haiku and lanterns!
From the First 950 May 23 2023
On Love and Barley Nov 28 2023 Basho, one of the greatest of Japanese



poets and the master of haiku, was also a Buddhist monk and a life-long
traveller. His poems combine 'karumi', or lightness of touch, with the
Zen ideal of oneness with creation. Each poem evokes the natural world
- the cherry blossom, the leaping frog, the summer moon or the winter
snow - suggesting the smallness of human life in comparison to the
vastness and drama of nature. Basho himself enjoyed solitude and a life
free from possessions, and his haiku are the work of an observant eye
and a meditative mind, uncluttered by materialism and alive to the
beauty of the world around him.
On Haiku Apr 21 2023 Everything you want to know about haiku
written by one of the foremost experts in the field and the “finest
translator of contemporary Japanese poetry into American English”
(Gary Snyder) Who doesn’t love haiku? It is not only America’s most
popular cultural import from Japan but also our most popular poetic
form: instantly recognizable, more mobile than a sonnet, loved for its
simplicity and compression, as well as its ease of composition. Haiku is
an ancient literary form seemingly made for the Twittersphere—Jack
Kerouac and Langston Hughes wrote them, Ezra Pound and the Imagists
were inspired by them, Hallmark’s made millions off them, first-grade
students across the country still learn to write them. But what really is a
haiku? Where does the form originate? Who were the original Japanese
poets who wrote them? And how has their work been translated into
English over the years? The haiku form comes down to us today as a
cliché: a three-line poem of 5-7-5 syllables. And yet its story is actually
much more colorful and multifaceted. And of course to write a good one
can be as difficult as writing a Homeric epic—or it can materialize in an
instant of epic inspiration. In On Haiku, Hiroaki Sato explores the many
styles and genres of haiku on both sides of the Pacific, from the classical
haiku of Basho, Issa, and Zen monks, to modern haiku about swimsuits
and atomic bombs, to the haiku of famous American writers such as J.
D. Salinger and Allen Ginsburg. As if conversing over beers in your
favorite pub, Sato explains everything you wanted to know about the
haiku in this endearing and pleasurable book, destined to be a classic in
the field.
Earth Verse: Haiku from the Ground Up Jul 01 2021 Rocks, fossils,
earthquakes. Seventeen short syllables? Earth Science haiku! In a



stunning combination of haiku and impressionistic (but accurate) art, this
one-of-a-kind book encourages readers to think playfully about our
planet and its wondrous processes. Sibert Medal–winning author Sally
M. Walker covers Earth’s many marvels — fossilized skeletons of plants
and animals, terrific volcanic eruptions, the never-ending hydrologic
cycle — in sometimes straightforward, sometimes metaphoric three-line
haikus. Expertly drawn art by William Grill, author-illustrator of
Shackleton’s Journey, provides a visual reference for each poem. In
clear and creative back matter, Walker and Grill further use their skills
to provide additional detailed explanations for the science behind each
concept. A unique, artistic intersection of poetry and science, Earth
Verse is sure to enthrall any and all readers interested in the world
around them.
Haiku May 30 2021 The haiku of acclaimed novelist Richard Wright,
written at the end of his...
Basho's Haiku Journeys Apr 09 2022 Haiku tell the story of the poet
Basho and the diaries he wrote while walking throughout Japan in the
1600s
Bash?'s Journey Jul 13 2022 In Bash?'s Journey, David Landis Barnhill
provides the definitive translation of Matsuo Bash?'s literary prose, as
well as a companion piece to his previous translation, Bash?'s Haiku.
One of the world's greatest nature writers, Bash? (1644–1694) is well
known for his subtle sensitivity to the natural world, and his writings
have influenced contemporary American environmental writers such as
Gretel Ehrlich, John Elder, and Gary Snyder. This volume concentrates
on Bash?'s travel journal, literary diary (Saga Diary), and haibun. The
premiere form of literary prose in medieval Japan, the travel journal
described the uncertainty and occasional humor of traveling,
appreciations of nature, and encounters with areas rich in cultural
history. Haiku poetry often accompanied the prose. The literary diary
also had a long history, with a format similar to the travel journal but
with a focus on the place where the poet was living. Bash? was the first
master of haibun, short poetic prose sketches that usually included haiku.
As he did in Bash?'s Haiku, Barnhill arranges the work chronologically
in order to show Bash?'s development as a writer. These accessible
translations capture the spirit of the original Japanese prose, permitting



the nature images to hint at the deeper meaning in the work. Barnhill's
introduction presents an overview of Bash?'s prose and discusses the
significance of nature in this literary form, while also noting Bash?'s
significance to contemporary American literature and environmental
thought. Excellent notes clearly annotate the translations.
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